Some remarks on set theory XI by P. Erdiis and A. Hajnal (Budapest) Abstmct. Let x, 1 be infinite cardids, I? C P(x), A Q B for A # B e-8'; IAl < x for 4 s P. We give a necessary and sufficient condition (in ZFC) for the existence of an P'CB with IP'I = x Ix-UP'] > 1. 5 1. Let x, i be infinite cardinals, P C P(x), IPI = x. Problems of the following type were considered in quite a few papers.
11) Under what, conditions for P does there exist P' CP, (J?'I = s such that Ix-UP'1 > ilB (2) Assume f is a one-to-one mapping with domain x and range P, 5 #f (l) . Under what conditions for P does the set mapping f have a free subset of cardinality il, i.e. a subset R C x, @I = 1 such that t #f(q) for all l, rl E By
It was proved in [3] that (1) holds with x = 1 provided there is a cardina~l z with la I< z < x for all A E P. In [4] it was proved that the same condition also implies the stronger statement (2) with Iz = x. It is obvious that if we only assume (3) lA (<x   for   AEP we have to impose further conditions on P to obtain results of type (I) and (2). The aim of this short note is to study the answer to (1) under the following simple condition 14)
AQB for aUA#BeEI.
Here we get a complete discussion without using G.C.H. and we give the solution of Problem 73 proposed in our paper [l] as well.
We mention that in a paper with A. M&6 [2] we are going to study the answer to (2) under condition (3) and under some additional and more sophisticated conditions.
To have a short notation we say that P(x) 1") is true if (1) holds for all PC P(x), jP( = x, satisfying (3) alnd (4). 9 2. THEOREM 1. Let x be regular. Then P(x, 1) holds iff either 1~ it and 9 < 1~ for all v < x or il = x and x is weakly compact.
THEOREM 2. If x is silzgular then P(x, 1) is false.
Proof of Theorem 1.
First we prove (5) If Y' > 31 for some v < x, i< x then. P(x, 1) is false.
Proof, Let & be minimal such that there is v < x with vh 2 x, and let vO be minimal such that ~$2 x. Then x being regLzlar ~2 ( x. It is well known that then there are X, 1X1= v$ and G C P(X), IGl = v? such that This proves (5). Now we prove (7) Assume 3, < x, v' < x for all v < x thera P(x, A) holds.
Proof. Let P be a system satisfying (3) and (4) . Let E< x. Put P, = {A E J?: (&A( > A}. If jEIBl = x for some 5 then by the regularity of x and by I@< x, (1) holds. We assume [E;I < x for all l< x and we obtain a contradiction.
Pick A, ES"---P, for each E < 1~. Put g(t) = &A,, h(E) = supg([). We can choose a8 regular cardinal 7 such that 1~ z < x otherwise ?? = X, ;1" 2 x.
The set Ir, = (.$ < 1~: cf (E) = r> is statiomq+ in x and h(E) < 5 for E E K,. By Fodor's theorem there are Q < x and a stationary set C C .K, such that' h(E) = Q for E E C. By [Q/~ < x, there is C' C C, C' eofinal in x such that g(6) = g(q) for 6, 7 e C'. Choose : < 3 E c' such that A, C 7. Then A, C A, a contradiction.
(5) and (7) prove the first pa,rt of our theorem. We now prove 18) Assume P(x, x). l'hen 3c is weakly compact.
Proof. By the assumption P( x7 1,) holds for 1( x hence, by (5), 2" < 1~ for il < x; x is strongly ina'ccessible. Assume x is not weakly c,ompact,. Then there is an Aronszsjn tree (z, <> on x. Let T, denote the set of elements of rank 5 in the tree and put #Se = I,j T,. P is sa'id to be we a path of length E if P is a chain C fls, and P n Y', # 0 for q < 5. It is well-known that there is a set .E C x, [K] = x such that there is a maximal path P, of length 5 for each E a E. Put P= {rs,-Ppc: 5 E K}. Assume 5 < 7, E, q E K. Then by the maximality of PE 8,-P, @ S, -P,, and obviously 8,-Pq (s iZlt -P,. On the other hand let L C E, IL1 = x, LZ, y # U {SE-P,:
E EL}. Then there is a [ EL such that the raSnks uf x and y are less than f, henc.e s,y~P, and x<y or ~4%. It follows that it-U IS,--PE: E EL) is a chain and thus it has cardinality less than x. Thus P establishes not, P(x, z). Hence if x holds it must8 be weakly compact.
This proves (8) (see Problem 73 of [l] ). Fina'lly we have to prove (9) .If 1~ is weakly compact then P(x, x) is true.
Proof.
Let P be a system of sets sa,tisfying (3) and (4). It is well known that then there are a C x and (AE: 6 < X) C ET such that A A 5 = A, n 5 for E < 7 < x. First we claim that x---A is cofinal in x. Otherwise there is E such that x--l CA. Then there is f < 7 such that A, C 7 and then because of 7 -5 C A, A, C A,.
Then by tramfinite induction one can easily choose two increasing sequences Q~;/, re; 7 < x such that cV E x-A, a," C otl for Y < q, and z, > Go for Y > 7. Then (a,: 7 < x> C x-IJ (A,, : q < x} .
This proves (9) and Theorem 1. Proof of Theorem 2. Assume cf(x) < x. Let (z,: v < cf(x)} be a normal sequence of type x of cardinals less than x, tending to x such that X, = cf (x). Then For x0 < 5 < x let v(f) be the unique v for which 6 E x,+~ -x,. Put A, =X ,+l-{v(E),E} for x,<E~<x and P=jAg x,G~<x).
Hence A, QA,.
On the other hand if L C x -x0 is co&al in x then obviously 0 3. Remarks.
1) First we mention that the weak assumption (4) is insufficient to obtain set mapping theorems of type (2) We have exa,mples to show that (10) is false for k = 2 even if we assume that I? = {P(X): X E to]"} satisfies t'he following stronger c,ondition.
(11) No member of P is contained in the union of i! others for some 2gl<o.
We suppress the proof.
3) We a#lso mention that some of the counterexamples can be obtained with setsystems I? satisfying the shonger condition (11). Using the fact that for each 1 < E < o there is 8 C P(o) such that the intersection of 7, members of 8 is infinite and the intersection of Z+l members of G is finite one can strengthen the counterexample of Theorem 1 to (12) Par 01 < tG d 2" there is P C P(X), IPI = x satisjyhg (11) a&Z suds that lx-lJP'(<o for P'CP, IEI'I=x.
The existence of the required G was pointed out to us by L. P&a. Assuming C. H., we know that there is an F satisfying (12) and the following condition stronger than (11). No mem,ber of P is contained in the union of finitely many others. We did not investigate how far these results can be generalized.
4) Finally we mention a rather technical problem, Let P: [w]~+[o]<~ be such that I?(X) Q P( P) for X # P E [WI", Does there exist an infinite path IC [o] " such that' lo--l.J (F(X):
